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Abstract. In the world, where computers assist humans in information
processing in almost every aspects of our lives, there are still huge gaps of
unsurveyed areas, where data exists in an unstructured or unprocessable form
limiting its usefulness and requiring extra human effort. Many times such data
is extremely useful for many parties, as is the case of financial data. This paper
describes an ongoing work of the FLORA system that aims at transforming
unstructured financial data into Linked Data form and interlinking it with other
relevant datasets of LOD initiative in order to provide a financial
knowledgebase for financial data analysis framework.
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1 Introduction
With increasing number of financial data sources being published on the web, still
doesn’t come the easiness of analysis and retrieving relevant information. Documents
containing financial statements appear to be structured, however many times only its
content is structured, but not the data itself. Therefore any analysis or further
processing of such datasets are limited by high cost of transformation in order to be fit
into existing analytic models and tools [1]. This situation is also keeping the bar of
multisource data integration very high. On the other hand we experience the
blossoming development of Linked Open Data [2] cloud that offers best practices of
sharing the data across the Web with great integration capabilities. Apart from
bringing transparent access, Linked Open Data allows for easy combination of many
information sources thus allowing for better data analysis. Financial information in
such form could be of use by many entities, such as regulatory bodies detecting
market anomalies, banks analyzing the risk of held assets or investors making better
informed decisions.
Such semantic information integration starts to play crucial role in many domains
such as bioinformatics, medical domain and other life sciences with growing amount
of data gathered in repositories such as Bio2RDF [3] or Linked Life Data [5].
Integrating those dataset using Linked Data approach opens new possibilities for
better data discovering, querying and visualization.
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This paper presents a high level overview of an ongoing work in the FLORA
project. FLORA aims at bringing the advantages of Linked Data (and Linked Open
Data) to lower the integration obstacles [4] and to transform financial data into the
form which can be used in automated environments in the interoperable way.
Employing NLP techniques for information extraction will foster transforming
unstructured data from public companies’ statements dealing with accounting and
financial perspective. Linked Data cloud of computation results is not only a suitable
format for browsing and querying, but it also forms an input for further analysis
services for decision support, multi-faceted data presentation [6] and visualization [7].

2 Related Work
There are several initiatives related with extracting unstructured information in the
financial domain. Some of these works have obtained outstanding results through
applying semantic technologies. In this section some of this works are described
briefly.
The MONNET project [8] proposes a solution to the cross-language information
access problem by using a novel combination of Machine Translation and Semantic
Web Technology [9] for the public and financial sector. MONNET achieves this
through semantically aware term translation based on a novel approach that integrates
ontology-based domain semantics with linguistic information from the domain
lexicon. MONNET project provides several benefits of scientific innovation and
scientific impact as: ontology-lexicon model, multilingual ontology localization,
cross-lingual ontology-based information extraction, cross-lingual knowledge access,
presentation framework, formal model for multilingual, lexicalized knowledge
representations, ontology localization services, methodology for developing crosslingual information access applications, integrated approach to ontology localization,
cross-lingual ontology-based information extraction, ontology-based languageindependent information access, to mention a few.
The FIRST project [10] addresses the challenges of dealing with financial data in a
near real-time with vast and constantly growing amounts of heterogeneous sources
from financial markets. It aims at providing a large-scale information extraction and
integration infrastructure for supporting financial decision-making process. The main
result, Integrated Financial Market Information System, is based on a pluggable open
architecture framework for non-ICT skilled end-users for on-demand information
access and highly scalable execution of financial market analyses.
The XLite [11] project’s main goal is to develop technology to monitor and
aggregate knowledge that is currently spread across mainstream and social media, and
to enable cross-lingual services for publishers, media monitoring and business
intelligence. By combining modern computational linguistics, machine learning, text
mining and semantic technologies with the purpose to deal with the following two key
open research problems: the first is extract and integrate formal knowledge from
multilingual texts with cross-lingual knowledge bases, and the second to adapt
linguistic techniques and crowd-sourcing to deal with irregularities in informal
language used primarily in social media.
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LOD2 project [12] aims at developing technologies for scalable management of
Linked Data collections in the many billions of triples and progress the state of the art
of Semantic Web in data management, both commercial and open-source. It assumes
RDF data representation as a viable choice for organizations worldwide and a premier
data management format [13]. The LOD2 project contributes high-quality interlinked
versions of public Semantic Web data sets, promoting their use in new cross-domain
applications by developers across the globe. LOD2 also develops a suite of tools for
data cleaning, linking and fusing that will help bootstrapping creation of datasets for
new domains1.
In [14] the lack of a well-documented software library for access and publication
of data throughout the lifecycle of Linked Open Data and the problems related with
the amount and quality sparse of the links among Linked Open Data Sources because
of its growth were mentioned. The LATC project provides an alternative of solution
to the problems previously mentioned. To support interested parties in Linked Data
publication and consumption, LATC publishes and maintains a publication &
consumption tools library along with screen-casts and tutorials. To provide an indepth test-bed for data intensive applications, LATC publishes data produced by the
European Commission, the European Parliament, and other European institutions as
Linked Data.
In [15], the authors discuss how semantics can improve XBRL (Extensible
Business Reporting Language) characteristics of expressiveness and interoperability
beyond plain XML data representation. In a practical sense XBRL provides a
potential platform for wide acceptance and adoption of Semantic Web. Finally the
knowledge representation and Semantic Rules on the Web were mentioned.
These initiatives offer alternatives of solution to different problematic situations as:
provide a solution for cross-language information access problem in public and
financial sector, offer a large-scale information extraction and integration
infrastructure for supporting financial decision-making process, develop technology
to monitor and add knowledge that are spread across mainstream and social media,
the develop a technology that allows the management of increased of Linked Data
collections and the management of quality of the links among Linked Open Data
Sources, to mention a few.
In comparative with the previously mentioned proposals, the main idea of our
approach is based in obtaining large sets of unstructured financial information with
the aim of use it in the creation of financial knowledge after the appliance of natural
language processing techniques to filter out such information and get more accurate
information which will be offered to stakeholders through after its publication in
Linked Open Data cloud.

3 Conceptual Model
Financial data, both public and undisclosed, is traditionally represented in a vast
number of different formats, ranging from textual descriptions to XML documents,
1

LOD2 project objectives, as of February 2011: http://lod2.eu/WikiArticle/Project.html
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such as XBRL format for public financial disclosures [16]. Although the terms and
meaning is well known to those financial analysts that are dealing with it on a daily
basis, it is still an enormous obstacle for machines that results in big integration
efforts. Activities such as moving data between systems, getting data from quarterly
reports for fundamental analysis or cross-domain data breakout need substantial
manual effort of analyst. Even though there are numerous systems and formats
dealing with financial data, they still need proper transformations for enabling
interoperability. The idea of having data that is only usable within specific system is
becoming out of fashion. On the other hand FLORA proposes data-driven approach
for financial data integration, by following Linked Data principles, where the data
instead of systems is the center of the overall process.
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Figure 1: Overview of the FLORA information extraction process
Transforming unstructured data into the structured form (as presented on Figure 1)
comprise multiple steps that usually devise a similar high-level pattern that can be
described as follows:
 Raw data is acquired and preprocessed in order to capture and extract the
structure and isolate relevant data. Documents are cleaned and filtered
according to input constraints. In case of documents having no defined
structure, further NLP processes and ontology based information retrieval
techniques, e.g. using GATE [17] for information retrieval.
 The data is lifted to the semantic form, using established ontologies and
vocabularies that describe the dataset’s domain. At this point, user-assisted
data curation might be needed in order to improve the overall quality of data.
 Data can be published and interlinked with other datasets on the basis of
using the same ontologies or describing same concepts. Linking and locating
corresponding concepts across different datasets can be done automatically
or semi-automatically, following approaches of LIMES [18] or SILK [19]
projects.
 For improved data discovery, an indexing service is constantly traversing
whole dataset facilitating full text search and results ranking.
Once published, the access to LOD dataset is realized by exposed SPARQL
endpoint for data querying and HTTP access for data navigation. As it might be useful
for lightweight data browsing and analysis, more sophisticated use cases might need
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the access to the whole RDF dataset. Such analysis services running on top of the
dataset may provide further features, such as multi-faceted financial data
visualizations (e.g. financial cockpit), decision support and data mining algorithms
execution.
Adding reasoning capabilities on top of the RDF dataset will further improve of the
data, as any data inconsistency can be easily detected and contradicting data removed
or corrected.

4 Linked Data infrastructure for data-driven integration
Publishing results from previous steps in a form of Linked Data (and Linked Open
Data in case of data with open license) forms an important part of the overall
architecture. Most important building blocks of the Linked Data stack are show in the
Figure 2. FLORA project covers all infrastructure blocks for making data available in
the LOD cloud, following best practices in data publishing [20].

Figure 2: Building blocks of the Linked Data stack2

2

Elements of the Linked Open Data stack, rev 3, May 2011
http://www.practicalparticipation.co.uk/odi/2011/05/whats-in-the-linked-open-data-stack/
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Combining the data from different datasets is possible by reusing the same
vocabularies and ontologies for defining financial statements. Establishing links
between corresponding concepts allows for augmenting financial reports with
contextual information. In certain cases, such “data fusion” may result in the
inference of the new knowledge, not explicitly stated before. Therefore the value of
FLORA is higher that only the sum of its data.
For the data annotation, established financial ontologies are analyzed in order to be
reused. Due to the broad scope of financial aspects covered by FLORA an upper
ontology is considered to bridge different domains in the financial area. Further step
is to provide necessary mappings to the concepts from to the core LOD dataset,
DBpedia [21]. On top of the LOD stack, FLORA will provide services for data
exploration and analysis, tailored to the financial domain.

7 Conclusions and Future Work
This article presents a complex, unified process of transforming unstructured financial
data into an interlinked, navigable knowledge base for financial information
management and information discovery. We described the system that is using
ontology-based information extraction and data annotation for extracting relevant data
that is further interlinked with appropriate LOD datasets. The whole underlying data
infrastructure serves as a basis for providing services for data exploration, querying,
discovery and visualizations.
In the broader sense this work will facilitate the financial data reuse and integration
by following established data publication techniques. As presented in this paper,
Linked Data-based approach adopted by FLORA is slowly becoming de-facto
standard for structured data publication.
In the future work we aim at implementing envisaged system architecture and
evaluate results based on such metrics as data quality and accuracy of the information
extraction. We are also working on developing market surveillance and financial
accounting use cases based on the FLORA results.
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